MADE FOR SPEED

- Advanced 460cc aerodynamic shape designed with rounder toe, raised center crown, reduced drop from crown to skirt, and new hosel fin
- New Speed Pocket increases size of the sweet spot and reduces spin
- New matte white finish, black PVD face, and linear AeroBurner crown graphic make alignment easy
- Built with the new, lightweight Matrix Speed RUL-Z 50 shaft and TM Speed grip
- TP model designed with a longer hosel, flatter lie, and more open face angle
- TP model built with new Matrix Ozik White Tie 60X4 and new Lamkin UTx grip
- Several aftermarket shafts and grips available to customize your AeroBurner

SHAFT
- MATRIX SPEED RUL-Z 50 – X, S, R, M
- TP MATRIX OZIK WHITE TIE 60X4 – X, S, R
- MATRIX SPEED RUL-Z 45 – L

GRIP
- TM SPEED GRIP .600 – 43.5g
- LAMKIN UTX TP .600 – 52g
- WINN SPEED LADIES – 37g

HEAD | LOFT | LH | LIE | VOLUME | LENGTH M/W | SW M/W
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
AEROBURNER DRIVER 9.5° | YES | 61° | 460cc | 45.75” | D3
AEROBURNER DRIVER 10.5° | YES | 61° | 460cc | 45.75” / 44.75” | D3 / D0
AEROBURNER DRIVER 12° | YES | 61° | 460cc | 45.75” / 44.75” | D3 / D0
AEROBURNER DRIVER HL | NO | 61° | 460cc | 45.75” / 44.75” | D3 / D0
AEROBURNER DRIVER TP 9.5° | NO | 59° | 460cc | 45.75” | D4
AEROBURNER DRIVER TP 10.5° | NO | 59° | 460cc | 45.75” | D4

CUSTOM OPTIONS AVAILABLE | TP SHAFT OPTIONS AVAILABLE

We’ve drastically improved the performance of the sole’s Speed Pocket and significantly improved the aerodynamics to deliver maximum speed to the golfer.
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